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oes a typical House member need to worry about the electoral ramifications of his roll-call
decisions? We investigate the relationship between incumbents' electoral performance and rollcall support for their party-controlling for district ideology, challenger quality, and campaign
spending, among other factors-through a series of tests of the 1956-1996 elections. The tests produce
three key findings indicating that members are indeed accountable for their legislative voting. First, in
each election, an incumbent receives a lower vote share the more he supports his party. Second, this
effect is comparable in size to that of other widely recognized electoral determinants. Third, a member's
probability of retaining office decreases as he offers increased support for his party, and this relationship
holds for not only marginal, but also safe members.
You can only go so far in Texas...there's
Of course, frequent House elections achieve Madinothing more useless [to the Democrats] son's desired common interest only to the extent that
thana deadliberal.
electoral outcomes depend upon officials' policy decisions, and research in political science calls into quesSpoken by Representative(and future tion whether in fact voters hold members accountable
President) Lyndon B. Johnson to Jim
Rowe, a White House assistant under for their policy choices. Perhaps most indicative of a
lack of accountability is the plethora of studies that
FranklinD. Roosevelt,when Rowe asked
Johnson to vote for an administration suggest that individual voters are fairly ignorant about
members' policy actions (e.g., Campbell et al. 1960;
proposal on civil rights (Dallek 1991,
Converse 1964; Delli Carpini and Keeter 1991; Miller
168-9)
and Stokes 1962; Smith 1989). Moreover, as Downs
fundamentalissue of Americanpolitics,as well
(1957) argued nearly half a century ago, such ignorance
as democratic theory, is whether the public
is rational for the typical citizen, who has little incentive
holds elected officials accountable for their polto expend effort to gather political information given
icy decisions. The founders of the United States clearly
the extremely low probability that he is pivotal in an
desired such accountability, and for no institution more
election. Thus the typical representative might be able
so than the House of Representatives. As Madison
to vote on legislative matters as she pleases without
([1788] 1987, 323-4) argued in Federalist52, "As it is esfearing that she could lose reelection.
sential to liberty that the government in general should
In contrast to this body of work, research on congreshave a common interest with the people, so it is particusional behavior suggests that House members believe
larly essential that the branch of it under consideration
that roll-call voting affects their probability of reelec[the House of Representatives] should have an immetion, causing them to consider constituent ideology in
diate dependence on, and intimate sympathy with, the
deciding upon roll-call positions. This concern with the
people." He continued by surmising, "Frequent elecelectoral effect of legislative voting is a standard comtions are unquestionably the only policy by which this
ponent of theories of Congress1 and a consistent finding
dependence sympathy can be effectively secured."
of surveys of members.2 Even research that emphasizes
other influences on roll-call decisions, such as Matthews
and Stimson (1975), still acknowledges members' attention to the potential electoral ramifications of the
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I've found out this much.When you are voting right,you
buildup pointson a cumulativebasis.You lose them on a
geometricbasis;you can lose all yourpointson one vote.

1 For
example, see Arnold (1990), Fiorina (1974), and Mayhew

(1974a).
2 See Clausen (1973),
Kingdon (1981), and Sullivan et al. (1993)
among others. Collie (1985) provides an excellent review of this
literature.
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Studies that focus explicitlyon electoral results do
not resolve whethera typicalmembershould be concernedwiththe potentialelectoralramificationsof legislative voting. Several studies find no evidence of an
electoralimpact(e.g., GainesandNokken 1999),while
those uncoveringone have generallyfocusedon members' vote shares for specificelections (e.g., Jacobson
1996) or samples of legislators (e.g., Ansolabehere,
Stewartand Snyder2001). Notably,even the positive
evidence does not establish that a member who has
won withat least 60%of the two-partyvote, a criterion
applyingto the majorityof incumbentsbetween 1956
and 1996,need fearthatroll-callvotingcould affecthis
probabilityof defeat. Results on vote sharesand seat
loss are not in general equivalent,and moreover,the
existingevidence suggeststhat a large shift in a member'svoting,such as from a perfectlymoderaterecord
to one at hispartyextreme,decreaseshistwo-partyvote
shareby less than 10 percentagepoints.
In the following,we conductthree tests on the elections of 1956-1996to analyze whether in fact House
membersshould be concernedwith the electoral impact of legislativevoting. In each of the tests, we estimate the effect of an incumbent'sincreasedsupport
for the extreme of his party.The first test employs a
standardmodel frompreviouswork to assesswhether
such legislativevotinghad a significanteffect on members'vote sharesin each election.The secondtest then
pools acrossthe elections,estimatinghow the average
impactof legislativevoting comparesto that of other
factors,suchas challengerqualityandcampaignspending. The third test proceeds to examine directly the
relationshipbetween members'voting and theirprobability of reelection. To incorporatethat this probability may differ between "safe"memberswho have
previouslywon with at least 60% of the vote and the
remaining"marginal"members,the test distinguishes
between them.In addition,it accountsfor the fact that
a member'ssafety may depend upon his prior voting
record.

EXISTINGEVIDENCEON THEELECTORAL
EFFECTOF HOUSEMEMBERS'VOTING
Almost every existing study that finds an electoral
effect of legislative voting focuses on a small set of
elections. These include the studies by Schoenberger
(1969) for 1964, Erikson (1971) for Republicansin

the 1950s-1960s, Bernstein (1989) for 1978 and 1980,
Johannes and McAdams (1981) for 1978, Erikson and
Wright (1993) for 1990, and Brady et al. (1996) and
Jacobson (1996) for 1994.3 While details vary across
the works, they generally establish that, holding district ideology constant, Republican incumbents' vote
shares were lower the more conservative their rollcall voting and Democratic incumbents' vote shares

3 In related work, Wright (1978) and Erikson and Wright (1989,1997)
show that members' publicly stated campaign positions affected their
electoral margins in 1966, 1982, and 1994, respectively.
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lower the more liberaltheir roll-callvoting.4In other
words,memberslost electoralsupportfromincreasing
the extentto whichtheyvotedwiththe extremeof their
party.
Thisresearchprovidesa criticalbasisfor considering
the importanceof legislativevoting in affectingelectoral outcomesbut, as a whole, does not establishthat
members'actualprobabilityof seat loss is affectedby
their roll-calldecisions,particularlyfor so-called safe
members.In general,resultson electoralmarginsare
not equivalentto resultson seat loss because,among
other reasons,membersbehave differentlyif they are
minimizingtheirprobabilityof defeatratherthanseeking the largest number of votes.5 Even ignoringthis
nonequivalence,however, the existing results do not
imply a conclusiveimpact.For example,Erikson and
Wright(1993) find that a Democratwho shifted from
perfectlymoderateto perfectlyliberalvotingdecreased
his two-partyvote share by only 5 percentagepoints
in 1990, and Bernstein (1989) estimates that among
Democraticincumbentswho lost in 1980, only those
receivingat least 46% of the vote could have conceivably alteredthe outcome by moderatingtheirroll-call
voting. Given such findings,one might conclude that
a typicalincumbentneed not fear that roll-callvoting
could ever cost him reelection, and Bernsteinexplicitly makes this claim.After reviewingthe existingevidence,he surmisesthat "memberscan generallyafford
to vote for what they think is rightwithoutexpecting
that their votes will cost them a seat in Congress..."
(Bernstein1989,100). The other cited studieson electoral marginsdo not offer such a bold claim,but neitherdo theyestablisha systematicrelationshipbetween
members' voting and their probabilityof retaining
office.
Even the contentionthat legislativevoting systematically affects electoral marginsis put into question
by workthat analyzeselectionsacrossseveraldecades.
For example, political economics research on members' ideological "shirking"from 1960 through 1990
has producedinconsistentfindings.In studies that estimate shirking as the absolute difference between
interest-groupvoting scores and the predictedvalues
from these scores regressed on constituencycharacteristics,some evidence has suggestedthat shirkingis
correlated with electoral defeat (e.g., Wright 1993),
while other evidence has suggested that the factors
are uncorrelated(e.g., Goff and Grier1993).One possible reason for the discrepancy is that these studies
equate shirking with noise that could result from omitted variables; to the extent that the constituency characteristics included in a particular analysis do not fully
capture district preferences, shirking is overestimated
4 The two exceptions are Johannes and McAdams (1981) and Brady
et al. (1996). In the former, the authors construct a measure of ideological discrepancy that allows any member, regardless of partisan affiliation, to be out of step with district ideology in either a
conservative or a liberal direction. In the latter, the authors analyze the relationship between incumbents' presidential support and
their probability of reelection.
5 See Aranson, Hinich and Ordeshook (1974).
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and the effects of it underestimated.6To avoid this
problem, Lott and Bronars (1993) equate shirking
with change in a member'svoting pattern.They find
some evidence of a positive correlationbetween such
change and electoral defeat, but this result is not
robust across the various econometric specifications
employed.
Other researchthat examines elections over time,
but that does not characterize itself as studying
shirking, also produces inconclusive results as to
whether legislative voting systematicallyaffects elections. Gaines and Nokken (1999) analyzeall midterm
elections between 1958 and 1994 and find that in almost every year, an incumbent'sroll-callsupportfor
the presidentdid not significantlyaffecthis probability
of reelection.Brady,Canes-Wroneand Cogan (2000)
find more evidence of an impact, showing that for
the 1954-1994elections,winningincumbentstendedto
have more moderatevotingrecordsthanlosingincumbents. This difference,however,is significantfor only
about one-thirdof the elections.
The most compelling evidence of an electoral effect over time comes from Ansolabehere, Snyder
and Stewart (2001) and Erikson and Wright (2000).
Ansolabehere,Snyderand Stewartpool the elections
of 1952-1974 and 1976-1996 to compare candidates'
voting records in races in which a sitting incumbent
was defeated and find that a candidate'svote share
was lower the more she supported the extreme of
her party.The key limitation of the analysis is that
it does not examine the roll-call voting of members
who are never unseated, and therefore, as the authorsacknowledge,it remainspossiblethatmostHouse
races are not affected by legislative voting. Erikson
and Wrightdo examine all incumbentsfor the elections of 1976-1996and similarlyfind that voting with
the ideologicalextremeof one's partydecreasesone's
vote share. Their analysis does not, however, control for standardelectoral determinantssuch as challenger quality and campaign spending, and thus it
remains possible that the effect of legislative voting
would disappear once such controls were added to
the analysis. In addition, as with other analyses of
electoral margins,the results do not establish a significant probabilityof seat loss, particularlyfor safe
members.
In sum,the literatureis far fromconclusivethat legislative voting systematicallyaffects House electoral

outcomes. It offers some evidence that roll-call voting, particularly voting with the extreme of one's party,
affects electoral margins, but this relationship has not
been established across time and members. Moreover,
even the existing support does not show that legislative
voting affects the probability of reelection, particularly
for safe members. What is needed, therefore, is a study
that examines the relationship between vote shares and
roll-call decisions across elections for all districts and
6

For other problems with the two-stage residual approach, see
Bender and Lott (1996).
7 Notably, most of the other cited analyses also do not control for
these electoral determinants.
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that explicitlyanalyzesthe effect of the decisions on
the probabilityof winningfor safe as well as marginal
members.

LEGISLATIVE
VOTINGAND ELECTORAL
MARGINS
Building on previousresearch,we estimate the electoral impact of legislative voting by analyzing the
effect of voting with the extreme of one's party, a
phenomenon we refer to as roll-call ideological extremity.We hypothesize that controlling for district
ideology, Democrats lose electoral support by voting more liberally and Republicansby voting more
conservatively.Thusfor two Democratic(Republican)
incumbentsfrom districtswith identicalvoter preferences, the Democrat (Republican)with the more liberal (conservative)voting recordshould have a lower
electoralvote share,holdingall else equal.We referto
this predictionas the Roll-CallIdeologicalExtremity
Hypothesis.
While much of the previously discussed work on
electoralmarginsdetailsthe theoreticalframeworkunderlyingthe Roll-CallIdeologicalExtremityHypothesis (in particular,see Erikson 1971),we brieflyreview
the logic here. Arguablythe most criticalassumption
is that the Republicanand Democraticcandidatesof
each districtdivergeideologically,with the Democrat
being more liberal than the Republican.Evidence of
such divergenceis providedby Ansolabehere,Snyder
and Stewart(2001), and other studiesjustifythis phenomenon by describingthe long-runcareerbenefitsa
membermay obtain from voting with his or her party
(e.g., Aldrich 1995;Cox and McCubbins1993;Rohde
1991;Snyderand Groseclose2000).Thuseven on rollcallsfor whicha member'selectoralincentiveis to vote
againsther party,she can have long-termcareerincentives to vote with it.
ApplyingDownsian(1957) logic to this stylizedfact
of ideologicaldivergencebetweenthe Republicanand
the Democratic candidates in a district, ideological
moderationshouldincreasean incumbent'svote share.
Given Downs' assumptionsthat voters can order the
candidateson an ideologicalspectrum,thatvotershave
positions on the spectrum,and that electoral choices
depend upon candidates'positions, either candidate
can increaseher vote shareby moderatingtowardsthe
other. Thus if voters' assessmentof the incumbent's
ideology is not independent of her legislative voting,
her electoral margin is higher the less she votes with
the ideological extreme of her party.8
Notably, while this framework assumes that voters
select candidates on the basis of ideology, the Roll-Call
8

The directional theory of issue voting (Rabinowitz and MacDonald
1989) suggests that a candidate may increase his vote share by moving
toward his party extreme. While we base our theoretical prediction
on Downsian logic, our empirical analysis allows for this alternative
hypothesis (and in fact tests for it). Moreover, we are careful to use
two-tailed significance tests in evaluating the Roll-Call Ideological
Extremity Hypothesis given the alternative prediction of the directional theory.
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Ideological Extremity Hypothesis does not require
voters to be fully informedabout all details of an incumbent'slegislative record. The literatureidentifies
several mechanismsby which roll-call voting should
affectconstituents'assessmentsof an incumbent'sideology absent their complete knowledge of his or her
record.9As Erikson (1971) discusses,one such mechanism is a diffusionmodel in which elites pay attention to the legislative voting of members,and voters
take cues fromelites thatsharetheirpolicypositions.10
A second mechanism,suggested by the analysis of
Bailey (2001), is that challengersare likely to inform
constituentsabout the policy positions of a member
when he votes out of step with district preferences.
In fact, Miller and Stokes (1963), while finding that
constituents are not fully informed about representatives' positions, actually provide some support for
Bailey's analysis;specifically,Miller and Stokes show
that when an incumbenthad voted out of step with
his district on the issue of race, all interviewedvoters could identifyhis and his challenger'spositionson
the issue.11We do not take a stance on whether one
of these informationalmechanismspredominatesbut
merely emphasizethat any observed relationshipbetween electoral outcomes and roll-calldecisionsdoes
not depend upon the assumptionthat voters are fully
informedabout the details of representatives'voting
records.12

March2002
Incumbent's Vote Shareit
= &o+ 1 Roll-Call Ideological Extremityit
+ 82 Presidential Voteit + 83 Challenger Qualityit

+ 84 (In (Challenger Spending)
- In (Incumbent Spending))it
Freshmanit + 86 In Partyit
15
+ [87APersonal Incomeit (coded by In Party)
+

+ 18 Presidential Popularityit (coded by In Party)
+ 69Midterm Lossit (coded by In Party)] + eit (1)

To test the Roll-CallIdeologicalExtremityHypothesis, we employ an econometricmodel that is similar
to those adopted in previous studies of the relationship between legislativevoting and electoralmargins.
In particular,we regresseach incumbent'svote share
on a measureof roll-callideologicalextremity,controlling for a rangeof factors.13Formally,we estimatethe
followingmodelforeachincumbenti whofacesa major
partychallengerin election t:

where the variables in brackets are naturally included
only in tests that pool across elections. Because the
Roll-Call Ideological Extremity Hypothesis does not
imply asymmetric effects across parties, we analyze
Democratic and Republican incumbents jointly, with
the parties in a given year separated by the factor In
Party. The substantive results still hold, however, if
the effect of roll-call ideological extremity or the entire model is estimated separately for each party.14We
analyze contested races only because otherwise, unnecessary error may be introduced by assigning an uncontested member a vote share of 100%. The substantive
results hold, however, if such races are included.'5
The measurement of each variable in the model is as
follows.
Incumbent's Vote Share. As is common in studies of
electoral margins (e.g., Jacobson 1996), the dependent
variable equals the incumbent's percentage of the twoparty vote.16
Roll-Call Ideological Extremity. We base our measure of legislative voting on Americans for Democratic
Action (ADA) scores, which reflect the proportion of
liberal positions taken by a member in a given year
on votes selected by the Americans for Democratic
Action. These votes generally encompass the key policy issues of a session. For example, the scores include
the major tax and budget votes of the 1980s and 1990s,

9 Even Downs (1957, 80) explicitly states that his framework assumes
that voters "may be completely unaware of certain actions being
carried out by the government, or of alternatives the government
could have undertaken, or of both."
10 Among others, see Kuklinski, Metlay and Kay (1982) and Lupia
(1994) for evidence of citizen cue-taking from elites.
11 Jacobson and Kernell (1983) identify a related mechanism, arguing
that a high-quality challenger is more likely to enter the electoral
race if an incumbent has voted out of step with district preferences.
This mechanism still presumes that there exists some relationship
between an incumbent's voting record and voters' assessment of the
incumbent; otherwise, potential challengers' decisions on whether to
enter the race would not be based on the incumbent's record.
12 Complementing these mechanisms is the "running tally" or "online" cognitive model of voters' evaluations of candidates. In this cognitive model, voters update their judgment of a candidate with each
new piece of information received and, when they produce an overall
evaluation, retrieve the tally without reviewing the contents upon
which it has been formed. See, for example, Lodge, McGraw and
Stroh (1989).
13 Snyder (1996b) formally derives the conditions under which a linear factor structure can be employed to analyze aggregated voting
data, and Snyder (1996a) employs such a model.

14 When we estimate the effect of roll-call
ideological extremity separately by party, but the remainder of the model jointly, the null
that the coefficients for the two parties are equivalent cannot be
rejected. Specifically, for the time series as a whole, the coefficient
on Roll-Call Ideological Extremity for Democrats is 0.067 (with a
standard error of 0.006) and the analogous coefficient for Republicans is 0.055 (with a standard error of 0.008). The difference between
these two coefficients, 0.012, is not significant at conventional levels
(F = 1.13, p > 0.2). Estimating only the elections for which we have
data on candidates' spending, we again cannot reject the null that the
two coefficients are identical (F = 2.41, p > 0.1).
15 The main difference when uncontested elections are included
is that if separate coefficients are estimated for Democratic and
Republican incumbents, the magnitude of the difference between
Democrats and Republicans becomes relatively large, with roll-call
ideological extremity having approximately three times the impact
on the former than the latter. (Each coefficient remains significant,
however.) Consistent with this result, Democrats held 82% of uncontested seats during the time period of our analysis.
16 The
independents Dale Alford (AR), John Moakley (MA),
Thomas Foglietta (PA), and Bernie Sanders (VT) have been coded
as Democrats since each caucused with this party.

Model,Data,and Measurementfor Analysis
of ElectoralMargins
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the abortionand school prayervotes of the 1970sand
1980s,andthe CivilRightsvotes of the 1960s.TheADA
ratings are widely known among membersand often
publicized in their districts.Therefore,to the extent
that legislativevoting affects members'electoral fate,
the scoresshouldhave this effect.The specificmeasure
that we adopt provides a consistent rankingof ideological extremityacross the parties and is based on a
member'sADA score in the year priorto the election
if the memberis Democraticand 100 minusthis score
if the memberis Republican.Thus for a Democrat,a
highervalueindicatesa moreliberalmember,whilefor
a Republican,it reflectsa more conservativeone.17So
that the factor is on the same scale as the dependent
variable,we divide the raw score by 100 for purposes
of presentation.
Althoughwe focuson the ADA ratings,we have also
analyzedthe model with Roll-CallIdeologicalExtremitybasedon KeithPoole andHowardRosenthal'sDWNOMINATEscores.These scores,whichare a similar,
morerecentversionof Poole andRosenthal's(1991)DNOMINATEscores,utilize a widerselection of members'votes thanthe interestgroupratings.18
Theresults,
whichareavailableuponrequest,aresubstantivelysimilar to those presented.
Presidential Vote. Following Erikson and Wright
(1989, 1993,1997) and Bradyet al. (1996), amongothers, we use the presidentialvote to control for district
ideology. Specifically,PresidentialVoteequals the averageproportionof the two-partyvote receivedby the
presidentialcandidateof the incumbent'spartyin the
two most recent elections in his or her district,with
each combinationof presidentialelectionsnormalized
aroundits mean.Thusfor Democraticincumbents,the
variableis based on the vote for the Democraticpresidentialcandidate,and for Republicanincumbents,on
the vote for the Republicanpresidentialcandidate.We
averageacrossthe two most recent elections and normalizeeach of these averages,to mitigatethe impactof
factors that may be specificto individualpresidential
races.
ChallengerQuality.Research suggests that an incumbent'svote share is lower when she faces a challengerwho has previouslywon an elected position(e.g.
Jacobsonand Kernell 1983).We thereforecontrol for
challengerqualitywith a variablethat equals 1 if the
challengerhas held elective office and 0 otherwise.
In(ChallengerSpending)- In(IncumbentSpending).
A great deal of work has examined the electoral effects of candidates' spending, and while the findings
vary, the literature as a whole suggests that a candidate's spending increases his vote share. As in some
17 We are aware of the limitations of pooling interest group scores
over time (Groseclose, Levitt and Snyder 1999), but the available
corrections constrain the way in which members' scores can change
over time, and we do not want to eliminate the possibility that a
member could vote moderately for a number of sessions and then
more extremely in a particular session. Still, we have analyzed our
model with the Groseclose, Levitt and Snyder adjusted scores, and
our substantive results hold.
18 In
conducting this analysis, we used the average of each member's
first- and second-dimension DW-NOMINATE scores.
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previousresearch(e.g., Eriksonand Wright1993),we
controlfor this effect with a variablereflectingthe difference between challengerand incumbentspending,
takingthe naturallog of each. Our data are fromFederal Elections Commission(FEC) Reports. Because
these reportswere not edited by the FEC until 1980,
we include the control for spendingonly in the 1980
through 1996 elections.19To accountfor the fact that
candidatesare not requiredto reportexpendituresbelow $5000,we adopt Jacobson's(1990) practiceof assumingthat each spent at least this amount.
Freshman.This dummy variable equals 1 if the
House termwas the incumbent'sfirstand 0 otherwise.
Researchsuggeststhat there exists an incumbencyadvantagedue to, amongotherfactors,members'capacity
to bringhome pork and performconstituencyservice
(Mayhew1974a).Becausefreshmengenerallyhaveless
politicalclout thanmore seniormembers,for example,
less influentialcommitteeassignments(Munger1988),
freshmenshould have a lower incumbencyadvantage
and thus a lower averagevote share.
APersonalIncome (coded by In Party),Presidential
Popularity(coded by In Party),MidtermLoss (coded
by In Party),and In Party.We include several factors
that varyover time20and thatresearchsuggestshave a
differentialeffect accordingto whethera memberis in
the president'sparty.Thefirstfactoris basedon Tufte's
(1975)standardcontrolforthe economyandreflectshis
argumentthat a good economywill help the in partyat
the expense of the out party.Specifically,the variable
equals the changein real incomeper capitain the year
prior to the election for members of the president's
partyand -1 times this value for other members.The
second factoraccountsfor his contentionthat a president'spublic approvalshould be positivelycorrelated
withhis fellow partisans'electoralfortunes.LikeTufte,
we measurepresidentialpopularitywiththe percentage
of positive responsesto the long-standingGallupPoll
asking"Do you approveor disapproveof the way [the
currentpresident]is handlinghisjob as president?"usingthe poll takenmostrecentlypriorto the election.As
withincome,thisvalueis multipliedby -1 for members
of the out party.Thethirdfactor,whichwe callmidterm
loss,controlsforthe so-calledmidtermloss tendencyof
the president'spartyto lose seats in off-yearelections.
Previousworkprovidesa varietyof explanationsforthe
19 As Souraf
(1992, 248, note 10) writes, "Since the Federal Election
Commission did not begin to operate at full power until the 1978
elections, complete data on congressional campaign finance are not
available before that election. Even then, the FEC never had the
resources to edit and reconcile the data for the receipts and spending
of congressional candidates in 1978; one must use a final preliminary
report and its data. Worse than that, FEC data for 1976 are sketchy
and for 1974 one has to rely on the much smaller volume of data that
Common Cause assembled."
20 We have also conducted the analysis with a set of election indicators. However, because the controls for presidential popularity,
midterm loss, and the macroeconomy already account for a good
deal of inter temporal variation, multicollinearity prevents including
a full set of election effects. For example, in the 1980-1996 test, only
five election effects can be included without creating perfect multicollinearity among some of the controls. The results are substantively
similar with the effects.
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TABLE1. House Incumbents'LegislativeVotingand ElectoralVoteShare:By Election,1956-1996

1996 (n= 362)
1994 (n= 330)
1992 (n= 311)
1990 (n= 315)
1988 (n= 327)
1986 (n= 319)
1984 (n= 340)
1982 (n= 309)
1980 (n= 337)

Holl-GallIdeologicalExtremitywith
Controlsof PresidentialVote,
In Party,ChallengerQuality,
Candidates'Spending,
Freshman
-0.082***
(0.023)
-0.074***
(0.019)
-0.107***
(0.021)
-0.113***
(0.021)
-0.101"***
(0.022)
-0.095***
(0.020)
-0.067**
(0.021)
-0.032*
(0.016)
-0.033*
(0.016)

1978 (n=311)
1976 (n= 329)
1974 (n= 311)
1972 (n= 313)
1970 (n= 325)
1968 (n= 347)
1966 (n= 342)
1964 (n= 346)
1962

Roll-CallIdeologicalExtremitywith
Controlsof PresidentialVote,
In Party,ChallengerQuality,
Freshman
-0.114***
(0.022)
-0.109***
(0.021)
-0.087***
(0.024)
-0.110***
(0.018)
-0.090***
(0.019)
-0.130***
(0.024)
-0.046*
(0.020)
-0.119***
(0.017)

1960 (n= 321)

-0.108***
(0.019)
1958 (n= 292)
-0.058*
(0.016)
1956 (n= 336)
-0.092***
(0.021)
*p < 0.05;**p<0.01;***p<0.001.Allsignificance
Note:RobuststandarderrorsgiveninparenthesesbelowOLScoefficients.
levels
inthetablesaretwo-tailed.
trend, ranging from voters' dissatisfaction with presidential performance (Kramer 1971) to voters' desire
for a greater balance of power between the executive
and legislative branches (Erikson 1988).21As with the
previous two factors, we code midterm loss on the basis
of whether a member is in the president's party.
We include each of these factors as a single term
that is coded by affiliation with the in party rather
than without this coding but with interaction terms
according to affiliation with the in party because
the latter approach would create a high degree of
multicollinearity.22For example, the correlation is 0.93
between a main effect for whether a member is in
the president's party and an interaction of this term
with the president's popularity entered without differentiating across members. In our analysis, we still
include the main effect In Party, which equals 1 if a
member is in the president's party and 0 otherwise,
given that our coding is based on this differentiation.23
21 Other rationales include the
macroeconomy and presidential pop-

ularity, which are controlled for directly.
22
Our approach is akin to that of Jacobson (2000).
23 An additional control variable with which we have conducted the
analysis is the incumbent's prior vote, and the results from this analysis are substantively similar to those presented. Disagreement exists
in the literature over whether to include lagged vote share as an explanatory variable of current vote share. For example, in the previous
studies of roll-call voting cited, some do not control for lagged vote
(e.g., Ansolabehere, Snyder and Stewart 2001; Eriskon and Wright
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Results on Electoral Margins
We first analyze Eq. (1) for each election of 1956

through 1996.24Given thatpreviousworkhas focused
on more limited subsets of elections and/or members, the individual-election analysis allows us to dis-

cern whether legislativevoting affects electoral margins only in certainyears or more consistentlyacross
time. The only year that we do not analyze is 1962,
which is excludedbecause the extensive reapportionment followingthe SupremeCourt decision in Baker
v. Carr hinders mapping the 1960 presidential vote
onto the 1962 districts.25Also because of this reapportionment, for the 1964 and 1966 elections, Presidential Vote is based only on the most recent presidential
election.
Table 1 presents the central results. In particular, the table describes the parameter estimates on

2000) while others do (e.g., Jacobson 1996). Our main rationale for
not including the variable derives from Ansolabehere, Snyder and
Stewart's (2000), which shows that it does a poor job of measuring
the normal vote, which is the traditional reason for including lagged
vote. We therefore do not include the variable in our analysis.
24 We conducted all analyses regarding electoral margins with
STATA version 6.0.
25 We have also analyzed an alternative specification that excludes
any observation for which redistricting occurred in the previous
2 years or since the most recent presidential election and that bases
Presidential Vote only on this most recent presidential election. The
results are substantively similar to those presented.
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the key variable Roll-Call Ideological Extremity, reporting White's robust standard errors because the
Cook and Weisberg (1983) test rejects the null of
homoskedasticity in almost every election. We have
chosen to make the parameter estimates on the control variables and the regression diagnostics available
upon request to conserve space, particularly because
these findings largely replicate those presented subsequently (and more succinctly) for the pooled-election
analyses.
As Table 1 shows, the results of the individualelection analysis strongly support the Roll-Call Ideological Extremity Hypothesis. In all of the elections,
an incumbent receives a significantly lower electoral
margin the more he votes with the extreme of his party
holding constant the range of control variables listed
in the table. Thus comparing two Republican members who have identical district ideologies, who are
running against the same quality of challenger, who
are not freshmen, and who face the same distribution
of spending between themselves and their challengers,
the member with the more conservative voting record
obtains a lower vote share. Similarly,the results suggest
that between two otherwise equivalent Democratic incumbents, the one with the more liberal voting record
will receive the lower vote share. In each year, this effect is statistically significant at the conventional level
of p = 0.05 (two-tailed).26
To interpret the size of this effect, we consider
a 25-point shift in a member's ADA score toward
the extreme of his party, a shift that approximates
one standard deviation of the data, or 3 to 4 highprofile votes.27 The coefficients indicate that such
a shift decreases a member's vote share by 1 to
3 percentage points. Thus, in every election between
1956 and 1996, the typical variation that occurs in
roll-call behavior had a noticeable effect on incumbents' vote shares. Moreover, these estimates are
arguably conservative since we have controlled for
challenger quality and campaign spending; to the extent that roll-call voting works through these factors,
controlling for them as we do will provide a conservative estimate of the impact of roll-call ideological
extremity.28
Given the consistent significance of the relationship
between roll-call decisions and vote margins, we proceed to estimate the average impact of this relationship.
Pooling the data, we control not only for factors that
26 These results, in supporting the Roll-Call Ideological Extremity
Hypothesis, also support the Downsian logic of elections over the
directional theory of issue voting, which allows that candidates may
increase their electoral margins by voting more extremely.
27 The standard deviation in members' ADA scores equals 24.43
points.
28 Analyzing our model without controlling for challenger quality
or campaign spending, a 25-point shift in roll-call extremity is estimated to decrease a member's vote share by 1.5 to 4 percentage
points. Another reason that our estimate is arguably conservative is
that we have excluded uncontested elections, which many previous
studies include (e.g., Brady, Canes-Wrone and Cogan 2000; Erikson
and Wright 2000). Analyzing our model with contested elections,
a standard deviation increase in roll-call extremity is estimated to
decrease a member's vote share by 2 to 7 percentage points.
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TABLE2. House Incumbents'Legislative
Votingand ElectoralVoteShare:Pooled
Analysis, 1956-1996
Roll-CallIdeological
Extremity
PresidentialVote
ChallengerQuality

1980-1996 1956-1996
-0.085*** -0.070***
(0.007)
(0.005)
0.466***
0.454***
(0.015)
(0.011)
-0.025*** -0.053***

(0.003)

(0.002)

In (ChallengerSpending)
-0.030***
- In(Incumbent
Spending) (0.001)
Freshman
-0.008**

-0.020***

(0.003)

(0.003)

APersonal Income
(coded by In Party)
PresidentialPopularity
(coded by In Party)
MidtermLoss
(coded by In Party)
In Party
Constant

-

0.013**
0.042***
(0.004)
(0.003)
-0.089*** -0.044***
(0.019)
(0.010)
-0.033*** -0.015***
(0.004)
(0.003)
0.045** -0.040***
(0.017)
(0.011)
0.656***
0.739***
(0.010)
(0.007)

Numberof observations

2950
6521
0.594
0.365
Root MSE
0.063
0.079
Note:Robuststandard
errorsgiveninparenthesesbelowOLS
R2

coefficients.**p < 0.01; ***p< 0.001.

vary only within an election but also ones that vary
acrosstime,as specifiedin Eq. (1). Becausethe control
for candidatespendingexists only for 1980-1996,we
conducttwo tests. The firstexaminesthese later years
with the control,and the second all yearswithoutit.
Table2 presentsthe results.As with the individualelection analysis,the Cook and Weisberg(1983) test
suggests evidence of heteroskedasticity,and White's
robuststandarderrorsarethereforereported.29
Table2
provides further support for the Roll-Call Ideological ExtremityHypothesis.Holding constanta variety
of factorsthat are commonlypresumedto determine
elections,the effect of roll-callideologyis positive and
statisticallysignificantfor each sampleof the data.
Moreover,this effect has a magnitudecomparable
to that of other commonlyrecognizedelectoraldeterminants.To interpretthe average impact of ideologically extreme voting, we again focus on a 25-point
shift in a member'sADA score toward the extreme
of his party,which, as mentionedpreviously,approximates a standarddeviation.The coefficientsfor each
29

Specifically, X 2(9) = 36.77 (p < 0.05) for the 1980-1996 sample and
X2(8)=168.03 (p <0.05) for the 1956-1996 sample. We have also
tested for autocorrelation and found that it is not significant. The
lack of significant autocorrelation is not terribly surprising since open
seats are excluded; in fact, less than 10% of the observations are in
a district that has an uninterrupted time series. The DW statistic
(calculated as if each observation may be correlated with the most
recent previous election in which an incumbent ran in that district)
equals 1.89 for the 1980-1996 sample and 1.90 for the 1956-1996
sample.
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sample indicate that such a shift would decrease a
member's vote share by approximately 2 percentage
points. In comparison, the 1980-1996 results suggest
that an incumbent's vote share is lower by 2.5 percentage points when she faces a high-quality challenger,
by 1 percentage point if the ratio between the challenger's and the incumbent's spending increases by
25 percentage points, and by 1 percentage point if she
is a freshman. Even the coefficient on the midterm loss
phenomenon has a comparable impact; off-year elections are estimated to lower the vote share of members
of the president's party by 3 percentage points. The
1956-1996 coefficients are similar, with a high-quality
challenger lowering a member's vote share by approximately 5 percentage points, a freshman receiving a
lower vote share of 2 percentage points, and off-year
elections lowering the vote shares of members of the
president's party by 2 percentage points.
As these results suggest, the effects of the control
variables are generally consistent with our expectations. The coefficients on challenger quality, presidential vote, candidates' spending, freshmen, personal income, and the midterm loss phenomenon all have the
predicted signs with statistical significance (p < 0.05,
two-tailed). The only control variable that has an unexpected effect is presidential popularity, and even
though the factor was included merely to prevent overestimating any impact of legislative voting, we still
investigated why the variable did not have the same
effect as in the study by Tufte (1975). Employing Tufte's
specification, which regresses seat change across the
parties (rather than individual members' vote shares)
on presidential popularity and personal income, we
found presidential popularity to have the predicted impact, suggesting our finding derives from differences
across the specifications. Specifically, the Tufte effect
does not hold once the control for spending is added or
if the dependent variable represents vote share rather
than seat loss; our subsequent analysis on the probability of reelection demonstrates this variation in the
impact.
Before moving on to this analysis, however, we first
summarize the key findings in Tables 1 and 2. The
results are important because previous work had left
open the possibility that legislative voting affects members' electoral margins only for particular elections.
By establishing a consistent effect in every year, we
have foreclosed this possibility. Moreover, we have
shown that the magnitude of the effect is not insubstantial but rather comparable to that of other widely
recognized electoral determinants such as campaign
spending, challenger quality, and the midterm loss
phenomenon.

LEGISLATIVE VOTING AND THE
PROBABILITY OF REELECTION
BY DISTRICT SAFETY
The previous section still leaves open whether most
members should be concerned that legislative voting
might affect their probability of defeat. On the one
134
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hand, a majority of incumbents win by the so-called
safe margin of at least 60% of the two-party vote, and
the findings indicate that a shift from perfectly moderate to perfectly extreme voting alters a member's vote
share by only 4 percentage points. On the other hand,
the findings indicate that safety itself is likely to be dependent upon members' prior legislative records, and
this relationship would suggest that even safe members might need to fear the electoral ramifications of
legislative voting. For example, the results on electoral
margins would lead us to expect that between two otherwise similar incumbents, the one with the more moderate record should be likelier to win by a safe margin,
yet if that member were subsequently to shift toward
her party's extreme, then her probability of winning
reelection could significantly decrease. In fact, to the
extent that a member is safe due to the moderation of
her prior voting, a change toward more ideologically
extreme voting could have as large of an effect as for
a marginal member, whose lack of safety may derive
from having voted ideologically extremely.
To assess whether members should indeed fear that
roll-call voting might affect their prospects for reelection, we conduct a final test that estimates the relationship between legislative voting and the probability of reelection directly. In the test, we account for
the possibility that safe members may not need to be
concerned with the electoral ramifications of legislative
voting even if marginal members do. Moreover, we incorporate that safety itself may depend upon members'
prior voting records.

Modeland Datafor Analysis of the
Probabilityof Reelection
The model that we employ is an endogenous switching
regime regression, which has been utilized previously
in political science (e.g., Kiewiet and McCubbins 1988;
McCarty and Poole 1995). The model has similarities to
the instrumental variables approach that has long been
used to analyze congressional elections (e.g., Ferejohn
and Calvert 1984) and consists of two equations. In the
first-stage equation the binary indicator Safety, which
equals 1 if the incumbent won at least 60% of the twoparty vote in the previous election and equals 0 otherwise, is regressed via probit analysis on determinants
of the previous election.30 The second-stage equation,
regresses Incumbent Won, which equals 1 if the incumbent won reelection as 0 otherwise, on determinants of
the current election. In this equation, the independent
variables are separated into regimes based on the probability the member is safe as estimated by the first-stage
equation.
The regime-switching specification of the secondstage equation is important because if we estimated
a single coefficient for roll-call voting, the effect could
30 We use the
cutpoint of 60% rather than the other, often employed
cutpoint of 55% (e.g., Mayhew 1974b) to bias against a finding that
safe members face a higher probability of electoral defeat from ideologically extreme voting. We have conducted the analysis with this
alternative cutpoint and found substantively similar results.
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be significant(in magnitudeand standarderror) even
if the impact for safe members were negligible. Our
specificationallows that the effect may be negligible
for these members.The first-stageequationis also important;it is necessaryfroman econometricstandpoint
because if the factorsinfluencingsafety are correlated
with those determiningthe probabilityof reelection,
then modeling safety as exogenous could bias the results in favor of findinga significanteffect of roll-call
voting (see Maddala1983,283-4). By modelingsafety
as endogenous,we avoid this problem.31
Equations(2) and (3) formallystate the model.
Pr[Incumbent Wonit = 1] = I(Pr[Safetyit = 1]**
x (Ko+

K,

+

Roll-CallIdeologicalExtremityit
K2-8 Control Variablesit)

+ (1 - Pr[Safetyit = 1]**)
x (80 + 8, Roll-Call Ideological Extremityit
+ 82-8Control Variablesit)

(2)

where Pr[Safetyit= 1]** equals the predicted values
from
Pr[Safetyit = 1]
= c(yo + yl Roll-Call Ideological Extremityit-1
+ Y2-8Control Variablesitl + y9 Freshmanit-_l)

(3)
and where the Control Variables include Presidential Vote, Challenger Quality, In(Challenger Spending)ln(Incumbent Spending), APersonal Income (coded by
In Party), Presidential Popularity (coded by In Party),
Midterm Loss (coded by In Party), and In Party.
Because we are interested in capturing the degree to
which prior legislative voting affects safety, we include
only members who in election t have a voting record
in the Congress preceding election t - 1, a sample that
includes only nonfreshmen. Notably, this exclusion biases against finding that legislative voting significantly
affects the probability of reelection; because freshmen
tend to have a lower ability to bring home pork, perform constituency service, and otherwise serve their
district in nonvoting capacities (Munger 1988), any effect of roll-call voting should be greater for these members. The control variable Freshman is thus not included
in Eq. (2), but the lag is still included in Eq. (3) because
sophomore members running in election t ran as freshmen in election t - 1.
The model is identified by this necessary exclusion
of Freshman from Eq. (2) and, more generally, the
31 We have,

however, estimated a one-equation probit model of the
probability of winning regressed on roll-call ideological extremity, the
control variables, and a control for the incumbent's vote share last
year and found a significant effect of roll-call ideological extremity.
These results are presented in Table Al (Appendix).

fact that all other variables in Eq. (3) are lags of the
regressors in Eq. (2). Thus for a given observation,
Incumbent Won is predicted by right-hand-side components distinct from those predicting Safety. For example, if an incumbent faces a high-quality challenger
in election t but did not face one in election t - 1, the
value of Challenger Qualityt equals 1, while Challenger
Qualityt-,_lequals 0.32
Our predictions for Eqs. (2) and (3) are similar to
those we made regarding electoral margins. In terms of
the incumbent's estimated safety, we predict that, holding district ideology constant, a member's likelihood
of holding a safe seat will decrease as she shifts her
voting toward the extreme of her party. In terms of the
probability of reelection, we predict a negative effect of
Roll-Call Ideological Extremity, expecting this effect to
be significant for not only marginal but also safe members. We do not predict whether the impact should be
greater for safe or marginal members because, as explained above, a significant relationship between safety
and roll call voting would indicate that the impact could
be similar for each type of member.

Results on the Probabilityof Reelection
We estimate the two-equation system by maximum
likelihood and, following our previous tests, employ
robust standard errors.33Although the equations are
estimated jointly, we describe the results separately for
presentation purposes, beginning with the first-stage
equation that estimates the safety of the incumbent.
Table 3 states these results. It is immediately apparent
from the table that safety is a function of the factors
we previously found to determine incremental changes
in vote shares. In other words, when a member is described as safe, this descriptor refers not to an exogenously imposed invulnerability but, instead, to an outcome based on political conditions, some of which are
in the member's control.
Most importantly for our purposes, the results indicate that a member is significantly more likely to be
designated safe the more moderate is his legislative voting holding other factors equal. Interpreting the probit
coefficients at the means of the independent variables,
we focus as before on a 25-point shift in an incumbent's ADA score toward the extreme of his party, a
shift that approximates a standard deviation.34 Specifically, such a change decreases a member's probability
of holding a safe seat by 6% for each sample of the
data. So-called safety is therefore not independent of
legislative voting, suggesting that safe members may
well need to fear the electoral ramifications of roll-call
decisions.
32 We do not
include in Eq. (3) the determinants of election t because
of the intertemporal inconsistency that would result from doing so.
33 We used the package TSP 4.5 to maximize the likelihood function,
which Kimhi (1999) defines.
34 The standard deviation in members' ADA scores is 24.96 points.
This standard deviation is close but not identical to that of the data
in Table 2 since the current analysis excludes freshmen running in
election t.
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TABLE3. The Effectof LegislativeVotingon House Seat Safety
Roll-CallIdeologicalExtremityin t - 1
PresidentialVotein t - 1
ChallengerQualityin t - 1
In(Challenger Spending) - In(Incumbent Spending) in t - 1

Freshmanin t- 1
APersonalIncome(coded by In Party)in t - 1
PresidentialPopularity(coded by In Party)in t - 1
MidtermLoss (coded by In Party)in t- 1
In Party in t- 1

Constant

1980-1996
-1.320***
(0.181)
5.799***
(0.488)
-0.446***
(0.082)
0.556***

(0.039)
-0.131
(0.083)
0.635***
(0.133)
-2.797***
(0.622)
-0.038
(0.110)
1.595**

(0.518)
0.373
(0.310)

2446
669.865***
errorsgiveninparenthesesbelowprobitcoefficients.
Note:Robuststandard
**p<0.01;***p<0.001.
Numberof observations

x2 test of jointsignificanceof coefficients

The control variables generally have the same effect
on safety as they did on marginal changes in vote share.
The most notable difference is in the 1980-1996 sample: the coefficients on Midterm Loss and Freshman
are no longer significant at p = 0.05 (two-tailed) in this
sample. These effects are still in the expected direction,
however, and that on freshman remains marginally significant (p = 0.06, one-tailed).
Turning to the main results, those on the probability
of reelection, Table 4 presents them by the estimated
regime of seat safety. In particular, the table describes
the parameter estimates of each electoral determinant
for a safe member versus a marginal one. The findings
show that even safe members face a significantly lower
probability of reelection when they increase the extent
to which they vote with the extreme of their party. For
both safe and marginal members and in each sample
of the data, an incumbent's likelihood of retaining her
seat decreases the more ideologically extreme is her
voting.
These results support the long-standing findings
that members view legislative voting as an important component of the electoral connection and consider constituency cues in roll-call decisions. Perhaps
most notably, the results show why such legislative
behavior is consistent with the fact that most incumbents win reelection by safe margins. Even safe legislators' roll-call voting affects their risk of electoral
defeat. Thus members are correct in assuming that
legislative votes have an impact on the probability of
reelection.
Comparing the coefficients on Roll-Call Ideological
Extremity across regimes, the one for marginal members is higher than that for safe members in the test with
136

1956-1996
-0.806***
(0.090)
4.668***
(0.242)
-0.729***
(0.046)
--

-0.253***
(0.051)
0.505***
(0.064)
-0.701***
(0.103)
-0.165**
(0.057)
-0.311 **

(0.102)
1.697***
(0.090)
5460
1727.650***

the control for campaign spending, while the reverse
occurs in the other test. Neither difference, however,
is statistically significant (p > 0.4 in each case). This result is consistent with the first-stage findings that safety
is a function of members' prior voting records. As we
argued at the outset, to the extent that safety depends
upon roll-call decisions, they may have a similar impact
on the probability of winning for safe and marginal
members.
In terms of the magnitude of the coefficients, interpretation is less straightforward than for even a
typical probit analysis because the means of the
variables differ across the regimes of safety. To describe the magnitudes similarly by regime, we interpret
the probit coefficients at specified parameter values,
beginning with the following ones, which were chosen for their moderate values: 0.75 for roll-call ideological extremity (an ADA of 75 for a Democrat,
25 for a Republican); a difference of 0 between the
district vote for the presidential candidate of the incumbent's party and the average vote for that candidate across the districts; 1 for challenger quality,
midterm loss, and in party; 50% for presidential popularity; and 0 for the other variables. At these values, a member who shifts his ADA score 25 points
toward the extreme of his party decreases his probability of reelection by 11% in the marginal regime
of the 1980-1996 test, 9% in the safe regime of that
test, and 4% in each regime of the 1956-1996 test.
Altering the values such that the incumbent does not
face a high-quality challenger, the magnitudes stay relatively constant, with such a shift in an incumbent's
roll-call voting decreasing his probability of reelection
by 9% in the marginal regime of the 1980-1996 test,
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TABLE4. The Effectof LegislativeVotingon the Probabilityof Reelection
1980-1996
Roll-CallIdeologicalExtremity
PresidentialVote
ChallengerQuality
In(Challenger Spending) - In(Incumbent Spending)

APersonal Income(coded by In Party)
PresidentialPopularity(coded by In Party)
MidtermLoss (coded by In Party)
In Party
Constant
Numberof observations
x2 test of jointsignificanceof coefficients
log likelihoodof system of equations

Marginal
-1.306**
(0.461)
4.940***
(1.302)
-0.241
(0.164)

Safe
-0.868*
(0.379)
5.237***
(1.035)
-0.417**
(0.157)

(0.127)
-0.042
(0.340)
0.451
(1.330)
-0.584*
(0.227)
-0.910
(1.157)
3.097***
(0.663)

(0.089)
0.563
(0.307)
-2.326
(1.508)
0.043
(0.221)
1.042
(1.252)
1.192
(0.672)

-0.696***

-0.794***

2446
483.867***
-1091.703

1956-1996
Marginal
-0.422*
(0.212)
1.295
(0.666)
-0.466***
(0.094)
-

Safe
-0.602**
(0.215)
4.266***
(0.605)
-0.556***
(0.102)
-

0.690***
(0.186)
1.919***
(0.530)
-0.729***
(0.125)
-2.501***
(0.548)
3.276***
(0.367)

0.872***
(0.178)
0.686
(0.620)
-0.103
(0.131)
-0.515
(0.625)
2.951***
(0.368)

5460
766.939***
-3498.372

Note:Robuststandarderrorsgiven in parentheses belowprobitcoefficients.*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p< 0.001. The regimeof whether

a memberis classifiedas safe ormarginal
is derivedendogenously
fromEq.(3)inthetext,the resultsofwhicharegiveninTable3.

8% in the safe regime of this test, 3% in the marginal
regime of the 1956-1996 test, and 2% in the remaining regime. Likewise, reducing the initial value of rollcall ideological extremity does not substantially alter
the results. For example, at 0.50 (an ADA of 50 for
each member) a 25-point shift in a member's ADA
toward his party's extreme decreases his likelihood
of reelection by 8% in each regime of the 1980-1996
test and by 3 to 4% in each regime of the 1956-1996
test.
As with the results on vote shares, the impact of
roll-call voting is comparable to that for other electoral determinants. For example, at the initial parameter values of the previous paragraph, the 1980-1996
test suggests that an incumbent's probability of winning would decline by 5 to 7% if the ratio of challenger to incumbent spending increased by 25%. Similarly, each test indicates that a high-quality challenger
decreases an incumbent's probability of reelection by
6 to 15%. The impact of legislative voting on the
probability of reelection is thus not only statistically
significant for safe as well as marginal members, but
also similar to the effect of factors that are commonly
recognized to be important determinants of electoral
outcomes.
In general, the results on the control variables comport with our expectations. The effects of campaign
spending and district ideology are consistently in the
expected direction and statistically significant. Those
on challenger quality also have the correct sign in each
regime and sample and are significant with the exception of the marginal regime of the 1980-1996 test. In
addition, the coefficients for the remaining variables

that are not included as a main effect typically have the
predicted sign, and they are significant only with the
expected sign. Specifically, the effect of the economy
is significant in each regime of the 1956-1996 test, the
effect of the midterm loss is significant in the marginal
regime of each test, and the effect of presidential popularity is significant in the marginal regime of the 19561996 test.
Overall, the results in Tables 3 and 4 are important
because they show that a typical member should rationally be concerned with the electoral impact of legislative voting. Controlling for a wide range of other
electoral determinants, roll-call voting has a significant
effect on the probability of reelection. Notably, this
effect holds for not only marginal but also safe members. These results are consistent with our finding that
safety itself is a function of members' voting. That is,
safe members are "safe" partially as a consequence of
their roll-call decisions. Consequently, when such members change their voting pattern toward their party's
extreme, they face a significantly higher probability of
defeat, just as other members do.

CONCLUSION
While surveys of members have consistently found that
they are concerned with the potential electoral ramifications of legislative voting, previous work had not
established that this concern is necessarily rational.
Surveys of the mass public have suggested that the
typical voter is fairly ignorant of her representative's
policy decisions, and studies of elections themselves
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have provided mixed results as to whether legislative
voting affects electoral margins. Moreover, even the
positive evidence has left open the possibility that rollcall decisions may not affect the likelihood of defeat
for the majority of incumbents. The literature has thus
failed to provide evidence that a typical member should
believe that he is accountable to voters with regard to
his roll-call decisions.
Our study presents three types of evidence to this
end. First, we show that, holding district ideology
constant, in every election between 1956 and 1996
an incumbent's vote share decreased the more he
voted with the extreme of his party. Second, pooling across the years, we establish that the average impact of this effect is comparable to that of
commonly recognized electoral determinants such as
challenger quality. Third, by directly examining the
probability of reelection, we demonstrate that the
probability decreases significantly as an incumbent's
voting support for his party increases, with this effect
holding not only for marginal but also safe incumbents. The vulnerability of the safe members occurs
in part because moderate voting increases the probability of holding a safe seat or, in other words, because safety itself derives from a member's roll-call
positions.
Notably, while we find evidence of House members'
electoral accountability for their policy actions, we certainly do not conclude that voters are highly knowledgeable about all such actions. Earlier we noted several rationales for the seemingly distinct states of the
world. For example, "uninformed" voters may take
cues from informed elites or, alternatively, may become
informed by challengers when an incumbent votes out
of step with her district. Accordingly, future work might
examine how elites' and challengers' behaviors influence the degree to which legislative voting affects electoral outcomes.
Our analysis also provokes a number of other issues for future research. One question is the extent
to which the effect of legislative voting varies according to the salience of the policy issue. Research
on legislative behavior finds that members are more
likely to enact legislation reflecting public opinion
when the policy issue is salient (Canes-Wrone 2001;
Hutchings 1998; Kollman 1998). In combination with
our findings, this research suggests that members' legislative votes regarding relatively salient issues may
have larger electoral effects than votes on less salient
matters.
A second extension would be to examine whether
changes in the number of marginal seats derive in part
from variation in party discipline. Standard explanations for the "vanishing marginals" of the 1960s-1980s
emphasize member activities other than legislative voting, such as constituency service (Fiorina 1989). Meanwhile, research has found substantial variation in the
influence of parties over members' voting throughout these decades (e.g., Snyder and Groseclose 2000).
The evidence presented in this paper suggests that
these phenomena of party discipline and the vanishing
marginals could be related.
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TABLEAl. AlternativeSpecificationof
Analysisof Probabilityof Reelection
Roll-CallIdeological
Extremity
Incumbent'sPrevious
Vote Share
PresidentialVote
ChallengerQuality
In(ChallengerSpending) -

Spending)
In(Incumbent
Freshman
APersonalIncome
(coded by In Party)
PresidentialPopularity
(coded by In Party)
MidtermLoss
(coded by In Party)
In Party
Constant

1980-1996 1956-1996
-0.678*
-0.363**
(0.263)
(0.126)
1.105
3.671***
(0.622)
(0.707)
3.299***
4.354***
(0.439)
(0.760)
-0.367*** -0.491***
(0.059)
(0.099)
-0.769***

(0.078)
0.058
(0.118)
0.300
(0.197)
-1.020
(0.955)
-0.565***
(0.141)
0.325
(0.831)
1.043
(0.651)

-

-0.080
(0.072)
0.521***
(0.098)
1.181**
(0.366)
-0.610***
(0.085)
-1.851 ***
(0.376)
1.016*
(0.420)

6462
Numberof observations
2912
x2 test of jointsignificance 205.830*** 421.352***
-406.619
-1191.507
log likelihood
belowprobit
errorsgiveninparentheses
Note:Robuststandard
*p < 0.05;**p < 0.01;***p< 0.001.
coefficients.
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